DR. FITZ SAID HE WAS CALLING ABOUT FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY — WITH EMPHASIS ON HOPE, AND ASKED WHAT WAS MR. HARR'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE SITUATION NOW. SAID HE HAD A LETTER TO DR. WALSH OF WHICH A COPY HAD BEEN GIVEN TO MR. HARR. DR. FITZ SAID WE HAD INDICATED WE SHOULD KNOW DEFINITIVELY THAT THEY HAVE SIX MONTHS OPERATING EXPENSES IN HAND BEFORE PUTTING UP $1\frac{1}{2}$ (? MILLION TO REBUILD THE SHIP, AND ASKED IF THAT SEEMED REASONABLE TO MR. HARR.

MR. HARR SAID WHEN THIS WAS BROUGHT UP SEVERAL WEEKS AGO, IT WAS ON THE BASIS THAT WE SHOULD KNOW WHAT CONCEPT OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCE WAS. SAID HE HAD NO INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT ON THIS; WHEN IT WAS TAKEN UP WITH THE BOARD IT WAS TO GIVE ICA THE ASSURANCE THAT WHEREAS THE BOARD FELT WE WERE PRETTY HEAVILY INDEBTED IN GOING AHEAD ON PRINCIPLE, SO FAR AS SPECIFIC TIMING OF FUNDS AND ASSURANCE THAT THEY WOULD BE FORTHCOMING, THIS WOULD BE IN THE HANDS OF ICA. I DON'T THINK I HAVE ANY COMPETENCE TO MAKE ANY INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT ON THAT, MR. HARR SAID. HE ALSO THOUGHT THAT DILLON HAD GOTTEN INTO THE ACT.

DR. FITZ SAID YES, BUT IT HAS NEVER BEEN SPOTTED OUT FOR DR. WALSH AND THE PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE FOUNDATION OR HOWEVER IT IS AS TO WHAT WE FELT WAS A REASONABLE POSITION. DILLON OR BELL, OR BOTH, HAVE TOLD US WE NEED NOT BE PANICKED IN COMMITTING $2\frac{1}{2}$ MILLION INAPPROPRIATELY. FRANKLY, THE THING WORRYING HIM IS THE COLLECTION OF SUPPORT FUNDS AND PLEDGES SEEMS TO BE GOING VERY SLOWLY. IT HAS NEVER BEEN POSSIBLE TO GET FROM DR. WALSH AND HIS PEOPLE ANY FIGURES AT ALL. IT APPARENTLY ANNOYS HIM TO BE ASKED AND HE THINKS IT IS NONE OF ICA'S BUSINESS. BEST INFO WE HAVE IS ABOUT 3RD-HAND THRU THE LIFE PEOPLE THAT ARE INTERESTED. LATEST INDICATIONS ARE THAT ONLY ABOUT $200,000 HAS BEEN COLLECTED IN PLEDGES AND SUPPORT FUNDS ALTHO LARSON SAYS A GOOD DEAL MORE THAN THAT.....PERHAPS $750,000. THE TIME IT IS TAKING THESE PEOPLE TO COLLECT WHAT IS NOT REALLY A VERY LARGE SUM OF MONEY, DR. FITZ SAID, MAKES HIM WONDER WHETHER THIS PROJECT HAS THE PUBLIC SUPPORT IT NEEDS TO CONTINUE.

MR. HARR SAID HE HAD SOMETHING TO ADD ON THAT. WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE TIME PEOPLE, THERE WAS INTRODUCED AN ELEMENT OF POLICING OF WALSH THAT IS VERY PLEASING. THEY HAVE A PRETTY HIGH-POWERED BOARD NOW AND WON'T GO AHEAD THEMSELVES UNLESS THEY HAVE ASSURANCE THAT THEY WILL GET THE MONEY. I THINK THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT $1 MILLION BUT YOUR FIGURE IS HIGHER THAN THAT. DR. FITZ SAID ABOUT A MILLION AND A HALF, BUT IT WOULD TAKE ABOUT $3\frac{1}{2}$ MILLION TO RUN IT FOR A YEAR. MR. HARR MENTIONED THAT THE ASST. TO LARSON, WHO IS MASTER-MINDED THIS THING, IS A PERSONAL FRIEND OF HIS OF MANY YEARS. HE HAS TAKEN A CAREFUL SCRUTINY OF THIS AND HAS REPORTED IT TO THE LIFE PEOPLE. MR. HARR SAW HIM THIS WEEKEND AND ASKED HIM IF HE HAD THE LETTER YOU ARE NOW REFERRING TO. HE ALSO MENTIONED TO THE ASST. THAT HE THOUGHT THEY WERE GOING TO HAVE A BOARD MEETING SOON, AND THE ASST. REPLIED THAT THERE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE ONE BETWEEN NOW AND NOV. 15TH BUT IT HAS NOT BEEN CALLED AS YET. MR. HARR THEN TOLD THE ASST. THAT ICA IS INTERESTED IN GETTING SOUND ASSURANCE ON THIS BEFORE FURNISHING THE MONEY BECAUSE THEY DON'T WANT TO REFURBISH THE SHIP, AND HE SAID THEIR BOARD WILL BE WANTING SUCH ASSURANCE, TOO. MR. HARR SAID HE HAD A VERY LOW OPINION OF DR. WALSH AND THAT DR. WALSH HAD A LOW OPINION OF ICA — HE HAS PROPAGANDA CIRCULATING
that ICA has a "nigger in the woodpile" and is trying to get him.; Dr. Fitz said most of the people won't be on board for six months. Mr. Harr said the board was the first step in implementing the Great White Fleet. They have already told Walsh they won't get anywhere until he gets his organization set up. Mr. Harr concluded by saying he didn't think they could tell ICA how to spend its funds on this.

Dr. Fitz said in one respect we are in no violent rush on this because the money is available until next June. If we knew tomorrow that it would not be needed for this purpose, there would be many people with bright ideas for using it. He said this was the balance of the old Asia Redevelopment Fund which has been reappropriated for this purpose, and he would rather give them plenty of time to satisfy themselves as well as us that they have a sound deal cooked up.

Mr. Harr said it seemed to him that ICA should be in touch with the TIMES person, Edgar Smith. Mr. Smith came over to ICA and talked to our people, and they reported back that they were very glad to see him -- that he had been the first person to make sense. Mr. Harr said in order to avoid a letter writing operation that might get publicity, why not call him?

Dr. Fitz said he had a suspicion that the LIFE-TIME people would want to wait until their advertising campaign which is now scheduled for January gets underway before doing anything definite on this, but Mr. Harr said once they have gone this far they are pretty well in the soup. Dr. Fitz said dragging his feet now would cost the HOPE people time, and perhaps might inspire the board to move more rapidly than they otherwise would. Mr. Harr said the danger might be if this letter is sent along and Walsh in his irresponsible way gets a lot of adverse publicity, and the Hill gets alerted, this would make ICA look less than good; so perhaps it would be good to talk it over first and perhaps get some help from him. Said he thought Larson and his staff responsible people.

Dr. Fitz said they sure were suckers, too, for the Great White Fleet, and Mr. Harr replied this should convince him that the business side of TIME has nothing to do with the Editorial side! Said Ed Smith is in New York but would come to Wash. to discuss this with Dr. Fitz or perhaps he could just call on the phone whichever he preferred. Dr. Fitz said he would call Mr. Smith.